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Abstract—Over recent decades, the detection of faults 
in induction motors has been mainly focused in cage 
motors due to their extensive use. However, in recent 
years wound-rotor motors have received special attention 
because of their broad use as generators in wind turbine 
units as well as in some large power applications in 
industrial plants. Some classical approaches perform the 
detection of certain faults based on the FFT analysis of the 
steady state current (MCSA); they have been lately 
complemented with new transient time-frequency-based 
techniques to avoid false alarms. Nonetheless, there is 
still a need to improve the already existing methods to 
overcome some of their remaining drawbacks and 
increase the reliability of the diagnostic. In this regard, 
emergent technologies are being explored, such as the 
analysis of stray flux at the vicinity of the motor, which 
has been proven to be a promising option to diagnose the 
motor condition. Recently, this technique has been 
applied to detect broken rotor bar failures and 
misalignments in cage motors, offering the advantage of 
being a non-invasive tool with simple implementation and 
even avoiding some drawbacks of well-established tools. 
However, the application of these techniques to wound 
rotor induction motors (WRIM) has not been studied. This 
work explores the analysis of the external magnetic field 
under the starting to detect rotor winding asymmetry 
defects in WRIM by using advanced signal processing 
techniques. Moreover, a new fault indicator based on this 
quantity is introduced, comparing different levels of fault 
and demonstrating the potential of this technique to 
quantify and monitor rotor winding asymmetries in WRIM.  

Index Terms—Stray flux, time-frequency transforms, 
transient analysis, wound rotor induction motor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UE to their robustness, simplicity and reliability,

induction motors (IM) have been widely used as 

electromechanical devices for energy conversion [1]. Among 

the IM types, squirrel-cage and wound-rotor are the most 

common, this latter being less employed, but with some 

advantageous characteristics over other types of motors. In 

this regard, they are able to develop high start torques at lower 

start-up currents, making them adequate for industrial 

applications such as ball and sag mills, cranes, pumps, fans 

and blowers, conveyors, chippers or hoists [2-3]. Recently, 

they have been massively used as generators in wind turbine 

units. One of the drawbacks of the wound rotor induction 

motors (WRIM) in comparison with their cage rotor 

counterparts is their more delicate maintenance due to the 

more complex configuration of the rotor circuit which implies 

the use of slip ring/ brushes systems to access to the rotor 

winding. These systems are prone to suffer different types of 

failures due to defective contacts between slip ring and 

brushes, uneven wear of the brushes in the three phases, high-

resistive joints and inadequate or uneven tightening of the 

springs. Indeed, some studies have shown that most failures of 

electric motors can be attributed to the bearings and windings 

[4]. Rotor winding asymmetries can lead to very negative 

consequences causing unbalanced systems of rotor currents 

with subsequent parasitic torques and can also cause excessive 

vibrations and high energy dissipations [5]. These can lead to 

abnormal motor operation and even to irreparable insulation 

damages, causing notable losses for the involved companies 

[6]. Hence, an early detection of rotor asymmetries is of 

paramount importance for assuring their continuous operation 

in the applications where these machines are involved. 

   The detection of some of the previous faults in WRIM has 

been mainly based on methodologies that rely on the analysis 

of electrical signals. One of the most recurrent techniques is 

the well-known spectral analysis of the steady state current 

using the Fourier transform (Motor Current Signature 

Analysis, MCSA); the idea is to evaluate the amplitude of the 

amplified components in case of failure [7-10]. Other works in 

the literature have proposed alternative methodologies by 

analyzing vibration signals [11], or other quantities such as 

speed and current [12] to diagnose failures in WRIM. Even 

though some of these techniques have shown prominent 

results, they have similar drawbacks as those arising when 

they are applied to cage motors. For instance, they are not 

immune to false indications caused by the presence of load 

torque oscillations or supply voltage fluctuations [13-15]. Due 

to these problems, some authors have proposed to combine 

different physical variables for reaching a more accurate 

diagnostic conclusion. In this regard, combinations as 

vibration/torque or stray magnetic field/vibration have been 

suggested [16-17]. 

   Recently, several authors have developed alternative 

techniques that rely on the analysis of starting currents using 

more sophisticated Time-Frequency Decomposition (TFD) 
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tools. The underlying idea is to detect evolutions of fault-

related components that occur under the starting. In this 

context, [18-21] propose the use of discrete wavelet 

transforms (DWT) to detect diverse faults in WRIM. Wigner-

Ville Distribution was proposed in [22] to sense the high-

frequency rotor failure harmonics, while [23] presented a 

combination of procedures, first the Empirical Mode 

Decomposition (EMD) method to track the low frequency 

fault-related components and then the Wigner-Ville 

Distribution at the startup of the motor. Finally, [10] suggests 

the analysis of the starting current using the DWT and the 

Short Time Fourier Transform to obtain diverse evidences of 

rotor asymmetries in WRIM. All these approaches, based on 

the transient analysis of motor currents, improve the reliability 

of the diagnosis advantaged by the ability of these techniques 

to detect evolutions of fault-related components, which are 

very reliable evidences of the presence of the fault and which 

are much more conclusive than detecting a single peak in the 

FFT spectrum. However, they cannot avoid some of the 

problems derived from the use of current signals for fault 

diagnosis purposes. 

   The interesting advantages provided by the techniques 

based on motor currents analysis (both at steady-state and at 

transient regime) do not imply that investigation in alternative 

techniques based on other quantities is useless. In this regard, 

the study of the magnetic field on the vicinity of the motor is 

recently drawing the attention of many researchers [24-28]. 

This is especially due to advantages such as the simplicity of 

the technique and its non-invasive nature, as well as the 

spectacular cost reduction of the necessary sensors that has 

come together with significant advances in their features 

(reduced volumes, high accuracy in the data acquisition and 

easy portability) [29]. These facts have conferred an 

interesting potential to the technique for complementing the 

diagnosis provided by other quantities, in cases where these 

cannot be easily measured or where they do not lead to 

conclusive diagnostics. In this regard, it has been recently 

proven that flux data analysis helps to avoid false indications 

provoked by the presence of rotor cooling ducts which may 

occur if classical current or vibration methods are used [30].  

    Nonetheless, the knowledge about the stray flux analysis 

technique is still much more limited in comparison with 

others. In this regard, most of the few available works have 

been focused on the study of stationary flux signals by 

applying classical Fourier transforms [24-27]. In contrast, the 

application of the technique under transient conditions has 

been barely exploited, although very recent works have proven 

the potential of this analysis for detecting rotor failures and 

eccentricities [28], being all the previous works dedicated to 

cage motors. 

   The present work introduces a novel methodology for the 

detection, monitoring and quantification of rotor winding 

asymmetry defects in WRIM. To this end, the analysis of 

transient stray-flux signals under starting is proposed. Short-

time Fourier Transform (STFT) and DWT are applied in this 

work to track the corresponding fault components in the 

transient flux signals. Three different flux sensors positions 

are considered in the study; the components amplified in each 

case are studied and justified. Moreover, given the importance 

of the classification of the failure in the automation of the 

diagnosis process, a fault level indicator is defined based on 

the flux transient time-frequency obtained results. 

II. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF THE EXTERNAL MAGNETIC

FIELD 

The effectiveness of the analysis of the external magnetic 

field applied to induction motors has been verified and 

validated in different works [24-28], in which failures such as 

shorted turns in stator winding, broken rotor bars, static and 

dynamic rotor eccentricity, and bearing faults are efficiently 

detected by suitable signal processing techniques. Regarding 

rotor asymmetry failures in WRIM, it has been demonstrated 

in some works such as [35] (which applies the Fortescue’s 

theorem to the unbalanced system of rotor currents created by 

a winding asymmetry) that specific frequency components are 

amplified both in the flux and current signals in case of 

failure. The most significant components amplified by the 

asymmetry are given by (1), which corresponds to the 

frequencies of the main sideband components around the 

fundamental [31]: 

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑆(𝑠) = (1 ± 2 ∙ 𝑠) ∙ 𝑓 (1)

where 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑆 are the frequencies of the fault-related

components, f is the supply frequency and s is the slip. 

On the other hand, other recent works applied to cage 

motors have proven that, in case of rotor asymmetries, 

additional components given by s·f and 3·s·f are amplified in 

the FFT spectrum of the stray flux signals [24]. These 

components have an axial nature and, therefore, they are more 

likely detected at those sensor positions in which a higher 

portion of axial flux is captured. The amplitude of the 

component at s·f can be also incremented by the presence of 

eccentricity/misalignment [24, 28]. One of the objectives of 

this work is to verify if these axial components are also 

amplified in case of rotor asymmetries in WRIM. 

   Conventional methods relying on stray-flux analysis 

detect the aforementioned components in cage induction 

motors but using steady-state flux signals which are analyzed 

through the Fourier transform. On the contrary, this work 

proposes, for the first time, the analysis of these signals under 

starting to detect rotor asymmetries in WRIM. In the case of a 

direct-on-line starting, the variation of the slip s during the 

motor starting will lead to particular trajectories of the 

abovementioned slip-dependent flux components, developing 

in a characteristic way according to slip changes. Therefore, 

the application of suitable time-frequency transforms (such as 

the DWT or STFT, the suitability of which was widely proven 

in previous works) to the electromotive force signals induced 

by the magnetic field in external coil sensors under starting 

will enable to visualize those trajectories, which will become 

reliable evidences of the presence of the asymmetry. 

In the present work, the coil flux sensor is installed in the 

vicinity of the motor frame at three different positions to 

measure the axial and radial flux components according to the 



placement thereof. Thus, in Fig. 1 are shown the positions A, 

B, and C in which the sensor is installed. 

Fig. 1.  Coil sensor positions in tested WRIM. 

In position A, the sensor mainly measures the axial flux; on 

the other hand, if the sensor is placed in position B the result 

of the measurements will correspond to components of axial 

flux and part of radial flux simultaneously, while the position 

C measures radial flux essentially. 

   To identify the severity of the failure, an indicator analogue 

to that suggested in previous works for the detection of rotor 

problems in cage motors but adapted here to detect 

asymmetries in WRIM [28, 33] is used. This normalized 

indicator (DWT), given by (2), relies on the fact that energies of 

the faulty band wavelet component increase as the fault 

severity does and for the case in which a magnetic field is 

monitored, it relates the electromotive force (emf) induced in 

the coil sensor with that of the wavelet signal containing most 

of the fault component evolution (𝑑𝑛).
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where 𝑁𝑠 is the number of samples of the signal until the fault-

related oscillations disappear in the wavelet signal and 𝑁𝑏

indicates the sample number at the origin of the considered 

time interval. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The diagnostic procedure proposed in this paper was 

validated in the laboratory on a 4P, 400V, 11kW WRIM. The 

rotor windings were allocated in 24 slots and the resistance per 

phase was 0.335  [35]. Several experiments were carried out 

both for the motor in healthy conditions and for the motor 

having up to four levels of induced rotor asymmetries.  

A. Experimental setup. 

The level of failure induced in the motor was controlled 

using an external rheostat inserted in series with one of the 

rotor windings; different levels of rotor asymmetry were 

achieved by varying the resistance of this rheostat. The 

rheostat was a variable resistor with 10 levels of resistance 

that were selectable by the user. The maximum phase-to-phase 

resistance level was 11.6  (step 10) and the minimum 0.14  

(step 1). Furthermore, to obtain the axial and radial flux 

components, a flux sensor was installed in the motor frame at 

the three positions A, B, and C showed in Fig.1. The flux 

sensor was a coil with 1000 turns with an external diameter of 

80mm and an internal diameter of 39mm. The corresponding 

induced emf signals were captured under starting and at 

steady-state by connecting the coil sensor to a digital 

waveform recorder where the measured data were stored. A 

sampling rate 𝑓𝑠  = 5 𝑘𝐻𝑧, and an acquisition time of 60s was

set, which was enough to capture the transient and the steady-

state of the motor. Figure 2 shows the tested WRIM, the signal 

acquisition system, the external rheostat and one of the 

considered flux coil sensor positions (Pos. B). 

The experiments were developed under different load levels 

(no load, partial load and full load). The no load condition is a 

more critical situation for detecting the fault related 

components in the flux signals, due to the reduced value of the 

slip s. Under this condition, the classical steady-state methods 

may have difficulties for detecting the f·(1±2·s) components 

since these may overlap with the supply frequency f due to the 

low slip value The proposed starting transient based method 

avoids this problem, since the fault patterns are clearly present 

under starting regardless of the load level. 

Fig. 2.  Laboratory test bench: a) Waveform recorder and tested 
WRIM, b) external rheostat for forcing the asymmetries and c) flux 

sensor at position B. 

B. Data analysis. 

To perform the analysis of the corresponding emf signals, 

the measured data are transferred to a computer where suitable 

digital signal processing techniques are applied. Because the 

study presented here is focused on a specific frequency band 

below 150 Hz, the signal of interest is filtered by a fourth 

order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 150 Hz.  

   Then, for the time-frequency analyses, two different tools 

were applied to the different coil sensor emf signals captured 

and stored during transient. On the one hand, the STFT is used 

to track fault components evolutions under starting. In healthy 

conditions, only the fundamental component (FC) is expected 

to be present; it should appear as a horizontal line at the 

supply frequency (50 Hz). Under the presence of rotor 

asymmetry, the FC is expected to be accompanied by the 

characteristic t-f patterns caused by the evolutions of the fault 

components. The second signal processing technique used is 

the DWT. This technique is selected for its ability to 

decompose a signal into well-defined 'wavelet signals' that 

cover specific frequency ranges, known to be directly 

dependent on the sampling frequency used to capture the 

analysed signals [34]. In addition, there are algorithms that 

Radial field
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Pos. C

Pos. B

Pos. A

Axial field
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External rheostatWaveform recorder
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facilitate its application and improve its performance, 

processing time, and computational burden that entails its 

application. In this regard, the proposed indicator expressed by 

(2) is based on the energy of one of these wavelet signals. A 

good election of the wavelet signal is essential for the 

diagnosis to be reliable, so this wavelet signal must cover part 

of the frequency band through which the considered fault 

component (we will focus on (𝑓 ∙ (1 − 2𝑠))) evolves under 

starting, in such a way that it is possible to capture the changes 

of energy levels that arise when the fault occurs, since these 

harmonics disappear together with the fault. 

For this purpose, Fig. 3 shows the DWT analyses of the emf 

signals induced in the coil sensor at positions A, B, and C 

under motor starting (db44 was used as mother wavelet for the 

analyses) and compares the cases when the motor is in healthy 

condition (left hand side of Fig. 3) against those of the motor 

with the presence of asymmetry in the rotor (right hand side of 

Fig. 3). The upper waveform (in red color) is the analyzed emf 

signal. The waveforms showed below correspond to the 

wavelet signals that are more relevant for the outlined 

purposes of this paper, namely: 𝑑6, 𝑑7 , 𝑑8 and 𝑎8.

It is noteworthy that the signals 𝑑7 , 𝑑8 and 𝑎8 have very

low oscillations amplitudes when the motor is healthy. On the 

other hand, when the motor has the presence of rotor 

asymmetry failures, very clear oscillations with higher 

amplitudes appear in signals 𝑑7, 𝑑8 and 𝑎8 (see right hand side

of Fig. 3). This is mainly attributed to the fact that the energy 

of these signals is affected for the time evolution of the 

𝑓 ∙ (1 − 2𝑠) component created by the rotor fault under 

starting, in such a way that when the motor is connected and it 

starts to accelerate the fault component starts to appear at the 

FC (signal 𝑑6), then it evolves through signals 𝑑7, 𝑑8 and 𝑎8

that cover the frequency bands below 50 Hz following an 

specific pattern until the slip is approximately zero, as marked 

in the corresponding graphs by the red arrows (note that there 

also other minor oscillations in these signals caused by the 

evolutions of other fault related components (e.g. at s·f)). 

Considering this, we propose to use the wavelet signal 𝑑8,

which covers the frequency range ~ [10Hz-20Hz], because the 

sampling frequency used is 5 kHz, so that part of the 

aforementioned and desired frequency band is covered. 

Fig. 3. DWT analysis of the emf signal under starting (red signal) with the sensor at the three different positions studied here for a healthy motor 
(left hand side) and motor with rotor asymmetry (right hand side). 



Figure 4 illustrates the differences in the amplitudes of the 

oscillations that appear in the signal d8, for the sensor placed 

in position B. Note that, the greater the severity of the failure 

is, the higher the amplitude of these oscillations, 

demonstrating that the energy of these signals is affected by 

rotor asymmetry faults in WRIM. In the same figure, it is 

highlighted in red those areas that are used for the calculation 

of the flux indicator 𝛾𝐷𝑊𝑇, such areas correspond precisely to

the time interval in which the evolution of the fault penetrates 

the signal 𝑑8.

Fig. 4.  DWT analysis of the emf signal when the sensor is placed in position B: (a) total emf signal under starting, (b) signal 𝑑8 for a healthy 
motor, (c) 𝑑8 signal for a motor with rotor asymmetry level two, (d) 𝑑8 signal for a motor with rotor asymmetry level four. 

On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the analyzes of the coil 

sensor signals in the three positions (A, B, and C) using the 

STFT when the motor has rotor asymmetry faults. This tool 

enables a clearer visualization of the content of the t-f map. In 

this regard, note the appearance of the fault components 

characterized by (1): on the one hand, the component (1 +
2𝑠)𝑓 which starts from a frequency of 150 Hz and decreases 

until approaching the fundamental frequency and, on the other 

hand, the fault component (1 − 2𝑠)𝑓 which evolves following 

the V-shaped pattern commented before. Note also the 

presence of the aforementioned component at s·f, with axial 

nature, that is also amplified by the rotor asymmetry. Finally, 

it is also detected the evolution of a component (fecc) that is 

due to the presence of a certain level of misalignment between 

motor and load and that is present in all the tests. This 

component is given by fecc=f-fr and evolves from the 

fundamental frequency (f=50 Hz) to near f/2 since the tested 

machine has two pole pairs [28].  

Fig. 5.  STFT analyses of the starting coil sensor signals for the machine with rotor asymmetry and for the three positions of the sensor (the 

color denotes the energy density in each point of the time-frequency map, with red indicating the highest density and blue the lowest density). 

Fig. 6 shows the time-frequency analyses using the STFT of 

the transient emf signals in three different tested conditions of 

the motor, corresponding to the motor in a healthy condition, 

with a failure severity level two (added resistance Radd=1.6 RR 

with RR=rotor resistance) and the case in which the motor has 

a serious fault corresponding to a failure severity level four 

(added resistance Radd=1.9 RR). The motor operated under no 

load. Fig. 7 is equivalent to Fig. 6 but for partial load 

conditions (3/4 of the rated load) and is displayed to show that 

the results are also valid for the machine under loaded 

conditions. At first sight, it becomes evident that there are 

clear differences between the three fault conditions, since 

more evolutions are visualized as the rotor asymmetry gets 

worse. In this regard, the fault components at f·(1-2·s) (radial) 

and s·f (axial) are present in all faulty cases, but their higher or 

lower intensities depend upon the considered sensor position, 

as it is clearly observed in the figure. More specifically, the 

following conclusions can be obtained after a careful analysis 

of the graph: 

- With regards to the component at f·(1-2·s), its 

evolution is clearly discernible for every fault condition 

at each position of the sensor. Moreover, its intensity 

increases as the rotor winding asymmetry gets worse (it 

appears with very low intensity in the healthy cases). 

This indicates that this component is a very good 

candidate to be used to detect the presence of the 



asymmetry and quantify its severity and this is the 

reason why the indicator proposed in this work relies 

on this specific component. On the other hand, 

although this component has a predominantly radial 

nature [28], its evolution is observed for all sensor 

positions, probably because of its predominant 

amplitude and because for every sensor position a 

certain portion of radial flux was captured. 

- On the other hand, the evolution of the axial component 

at s·f is also clearly observed. This component is more 

discernible at position A, since at this sensor position 

the captured flux is mainly axial. Therefore, this 

component has much more intensity for this sensor 

position, whereas it has much less intensity for position 

B and, especially, for position C. On the other hand, 

note how, for each specific sensor position, despite this 

component increases its intensity as the fault severity 

increases, it is clearly observable even in healthy 

condition. This is due to the fact that, as reported in 

previous works, the amplitude of the s·f component is 

also increased by the presence of misalignments / 

eccentricities. Since the tested motor was operating 

under a certain level of misalignment in all the tests, 

this leads to a certain increment in the amplitude of this 

component, even for the tests corresponding to the 

healthy condition of the rotor winding. 

- Finally, note the presence of the component fecc in all 

the analyses, even for healthy condition of the rotor 

winding. As commented, this component (that evolves 

between f and f-fr (i.e. between 50 Hz and near 25 Hz 

for our motor) is due to the presence of a certain level 

of misalignment between the motor and the driven 

load. The presence of this misalignment was confirmed 

with additional analyses of the motor current that 

confirmed the presence of the components at 25 Hz and 

75 Hz in the steady-state current spectra. Interestingly, 

note that the technique is able to clearly detect this 

component, informing on the presence of this other 

type of fault in the machine, which confers a great 

potential for its future extrapolation for the detection of 

other failures. 

 Fig. 6.  STFT analyses of the starting coil sensor signals for the motor in healthy state, motor with rotor asymmetry level two out of 
four and motor with rotor asymmetry level four out of four and for the three considered positions of the sensor (the color denotes the 
energy density in each point of the time-frequency map, expressed in dB in relative terms versus the fundamental). The motor 
operates at no load condition. 



Fig. 7.  STFT analyses of the starting coil sensor signals for the motor in healthy state, motor with rotor asymmetry level two out of four and 

motor with rotor asymmetry level four out of four and for the three considered positions of the sensor (the color denotes the energy density in each 

point of the time-frequency map, expressed in dB in relative terms versus the fundamental). The motor operates at partial load condition (3/4 rated 

load). 

Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows the results achieved when the 

flux indicator is computed applying the fault indicator defined 

by (2) to the wavelet signal 𝑑8 obtained through the DWT.

These results are obtained using the sensor coil installed in the 

three positions A, B, and C according to Fig. 1, and they show 

that it is possible to detect the severity of rotor asymmetry 

faults in a WRIM by means of emf readings from an external 

coil sensor attached to the motor. In addition, as it can be seen, 

the value of the indicator for the case in which the motor is 

healthy indicates higher levels, while when the severity of the 

failure becomes increasingly greater, the indicator produces 

increasingly lower values in dB, following a clear decreasing 

trend when the level of asymmetry is greater. Indeed, the 

difference between the motor in healthy condition and the 

motor with the highest considered fault severity is certainly 

wide, a fact that demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

indicator. This situation is attributed to the fact that the 

considered wavelet signal has low amplitude when the motor 

is in healthy condition, while its energy begins to increase 

when the component attributed to the fault appears. Note that 

at position C, the values are very high compared to A and B 

positions. This is essentially due to the low amplitude of the 

fault component; however, the sensitivity is better for the 

sensor at positions A and B, for every level of rotor 

asymmetry studied here. Especially, for position B where a 

higher part of the radial flux is captured. Considering this 

specific sensor position, a threshold value of the indicator of 

35dB could be set for discriminating between healthy and 

faulty conditions (see Fig. 8). 



On the other hand, it is important to mention that it is of 

vital importance to maintain a fixed coil sensor position, since 

the results depend on the position in which the sensor is 

located, and may produce undesirable diagnoses. 

Fig. 8.  Values of the 𝛾𝐷𝑊𝑇 indicator based on the energy of the d8 
wavelet signal, for a healthy motor and for every level of rotor 

asymmetry induced. 

   For comparison purposes, Fig. 9 shows the MCSA analyses 

of the steady-state current for the three considered fault cases. 

The analyses are referred to a loaded condition since, if the 

machine is unloaded, the sidebands are difficult to be 

distinguished due to the reduced slip value. Note that, in all 

cases, the sideband components caused by the rotor 

asymmetry are clearly present. These sidebands appear even in 

healthy condition due to the inherent asymmetry of the rotor 

winding that is unavoidable in this type of motors due to 

uneven contacts between the slip-rings and brushes in the 

three phases, among others. Note that the sidebands’ 

amplitudes increase as the level of rotor winding asymmetry 

does. However, this increment of the amplitudes is less 

significant than that obtained with the proposed indicator 

based on flux analysis under starting. Indeed, for position B of 

the sensor, the indicator is much more sensitive than that 

based on MCSA. This would confirm that the method 

proposed in the paper can be perfectly compared with other 

approaches and may give better results for some sensor 

positions. 

Fig. 9.  MCSA analyses of the steady-state current for the considered 
fault cases 

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This work has introduced a new approach to perform the 

diagnosis of rotor asymmetry faults in WRIM, a type of 

machine that has been much less studied in the condition 

monitoring area but that is drawing an increasing attention due 

to its use in large power applications and as generator in wind 

turbine generator units. The proposed approach relies on the 

detection of patterns that appear in the time-frequency maps 

under motor starting when the fault is present. These patterns 

are efficiently detected using different signal processing 

techniques applied to the emf signals captured during 

transient: on the one hand, a continuous tool, the STFT is used 

to track the evolution of fault harmonics. On the other hand, a 

discrete transform, the DWT is used as an auxiliary tool in the 

calculation of a fault severity indicator. 

 What makes the methodology proposed here even more 

attractive, is that both tools the STFT and the DWT rely on a 

non-invasive technique, in which the signals are obtained from 

an external coil sensor that is attached to the motor frame, and 

which complies with several characteristics that make it an 

excellent alternative as a source of information, namely, 

simple design of the necessary sensor, small size, low cost, 

and flexibility to be installed anywhere around the electrical 

machine. 

Furthermore, the following conclusions, obtained from the 

tests under loaded and unloaded conditions, show the 

relevance and effectiveness of analyzing the stray flux during 

start to detect asymmetry rotor faults in WRIM: 

 The location of the sensor determines the type of 

components that will be displayed in the t-f space, 

either axial or radial. However, in all of them there is 

an evolution of the f·(1-2·s) failure component under 

starting that leaves a characteristic V-shaped pattern 

in case of a rotor asymmetry fault.  

 The three sensor positions analyzed here show the 

appearance and evolution of the failure component at 

f·(1+2·s) reported in previous works, where the 

analyses were performed using current signals, 

demonstrating that the radial and axial components of 

the stray flux captured by the coil sensor are sensible 

to this failure component. 

 The fault patterns are detectable even in the case of 

no load conditions. In this situation, the classical 

steady-state approaches may fail due to the overlap 

between the sidebands at f·(1±2·s) and the 

fundamental component at f. 

 The component at s·f, that is also amplified by the 

asymmetry, is especially observable at position A, 

due to its axial nature. However, it is also observed in 

other sensor positions, since a certain portion of axial 

flux is captured in each of them.  

 The presence of misalignment between the motor and 

driven load leads to a component fecc that is clearly 

discernible in the t-f maps. Its detection confers a 

great potential to the technique for determining the 

existence of this fault in the machine. The presence 

of misalignment also affects the amplitude of the 

component at s·f. 
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 It is possible to quantify the level of asymmetry by 

means of the proposed fault severity indicator 𝛾𝐷𝑊𝑇

relying on the DWT of the emf signals captured under 

starying. The most sensitive position is position B 

since a higher portion of flux (axial and radial is 

captured) at that position. A threshold value of 35 dB 

has been set for discriminating between healthy and 

faulty condition for this specific sensor position.  
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